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Accepting and obeying traditional religious beliefs and practices  refers to ......

mould orthodox symbiosis vicissitudes

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 3 answer the folloeing questions by selecting the choice

We now face an uncomfortable dilemma; should we stay or go? "dilemma" means in Persian

.........

�لط� دا�ش  ����ض راه� دو

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 1 select Persian translation of the underlined word

They were greeted with suspicion and hostility at first."hostility" means in Persian ..........

ا���� ��و�� د���� ا����د

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At this point in her narrative, Lou suddenly paused."narrative" means in persian ..........

����ت �دال ا�داز ��م ر���

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The armistice between the two enemies did not last long."armistice" means in Persian ......

ا���د �س !�ش ��ر   در$�ري

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prime minister had no difficulty in persuading the parliament to approve the treaty."treaty"

means in persian ........

'��ه$�& %رارداد %��ون ��ت

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our forces used heavy artillery before advancing toward the enemy lines."artillery" means in

Persian ......

����ران %ل�� ل��ر��� �و'(���

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 1 select Persian translation of the underlined word

In the past, the cavalry played a determining role in winning a battle."cavalry" means in Persian

.........

���� ����	 
������ ���� �����  ����

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The military forces have usurped the authority of the President and the cabinet."usurped" means

in Persian ........ 

��� ����	 ��� 
���� ���  ��� �� ��� ����
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In the late 18th and early 19th century a brilliant cultural epoch centered upon Edinburgh."epoch "

means in Persian ......

!���� "����	 ��� "#$%�	
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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The  banks was closed down amid allegations of corruption and fraud."corruption" means in

Persian ...........

 ��� "�&�  !��'� ��(�
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The first Sino Japanese War ensued (1894‐95), and victorious Japan established…… over the

nominally independent Korea.

security mortality nobility hegemony

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

part 2 complete the following sentences by selecting one of the choices

Recent …… excavations have shed new light on the earliest arts of the Iranian plateau.

ecological  sociological archaeological economical

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the Parthian gave way (224) to the Sasanian ……., however, a new ar5s5c spirit took hold.

affair demo dynasty marvel

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In eastern Iran archaeological excavations begun to…… evidence of settlements and civilization.

reveal  plunder  situated terrify

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In India, which is…… by numerous languages, English remain an official government language.

governed fragmented  habituated rejected

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Seaborne…… conquered the Sind valley of northwestern India in 712 and soon dominated the

Indian Ocean.

destruction  expeditions habituations introductions

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Following the Sasanian period, sculpture……to exist as a major art.

ceased  deposed emigrated exhibited

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

on the death of Charles IV, the…… passed to Philip.

campaign  grant crown refuge

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the death of Timur, Persia was ruled by his……. And later by a Turkmen dynasty.

protestants  servants combatants descendants

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A period of …… and disorder ruled the country after the president was assassinated.

anarchy absolve outrun inequality

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Before the emancipation of slaves, they were bought and sold like other

commodities."emancipation" means .........

Judiciary Fascism liberation ordeal

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 4 Select the synonymus of the Underlined words

English is the de facto language of the computer industry."de facto" means.......

actual exploit  integrity dissension

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In mid‐ January 1944 the 890‐day siege of Leningrad was relieved."siege" means.......

subvert  rescind surround sentiment

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the end of the Cold War, the Soviet Union and the United States agreed to reduce the size of

their nuclear arsenals. "reduce" means .......... 

decrease situate  injure include

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The earthquake is a natural catastrophe but war is man‐made."catastrophe" means ......

arsenal bloc aggression disaster

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The study of the history of families using historical documents to discover relationship between

people is called .......

genealogy  fable  eliminate  dynasty

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part 3 answer the folloeing questions by selecting the choice

An occasion when a group of people take control of a country, usually by means of military force is

called ......

avarice campaign coup aristocracy

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To die, usually because of an illness or something that happens suddenly refers to ..........

unleash perish  partition disintegrate

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An imaginary place or situation in which everything is perfect is called ........

shroud shelter utopia  ravage

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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